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Executive summary

• Lathams Road is the main arterial road through Frankston’s principle economic and employment hub at Carrum Downs. 

• The number of jobs in Carrum Downs industrial precinct is growing 13 times faster than the southern regional average.

• Lathams Road bisects the precinct and is an east–west arterial road from the City of Casey to EastLink, Frankston–Dandenong Road and Peninsula Link.

• While Lathams Road currently has no kerb and gutter and is a single lane in each direction, provisions are in place to enable construction of a four-lane road.

• At a public breakfast meeting in July 2017, the Carrum Downs business community learnt that “Lathams Road has not yet been ‘business cased’, nor has work started 

on one. As it is a medium-term priority, realistically duplication is 10 years off completion.”

• However, there is a strong economic case for accelerated development.  At the meeting, precinct business owners and managers spoke passionately about the 

need for immediate duplication of Lathams Road and gave accounts of:

• Peak-hour congestion hot spots that gridlock the industrial precinct, which puts off potential customers, delays delivery and dispatch vehicles, and delays staff 

entering and leaving the precinct.

• Traffic using residential side streets and detouring 10 minutes out of the way to enter Carrum Downs via Thompson Street.

• Safety threats, including serious injuries and weekly minor accidents.

• Ongoing road degradation: heavy truck traffic, potholes, and damage to Lathams Road’s unmade shoulders.

• VicRoads has asked the Committee for Greater Frankston to document the stories told by attendees so VicRoads can corroborate these by further investigation.  

For instance, at 3pm each weekday the Frankston–Dandenong Road and Lathams Road intersection, which has traffic lights, becomes almost impassable. This has been 

confirmed by a traffic signal investigation showing that more than 300 vehicles per hour are attempting right-hand turns off Lathams Road, forcing traffic to wait for up 

to five traffic light sequences before passing through the intersection. 

• This dossier of interviews aims to assist in the preparation of a business case for the immediate duplication of Lathams Road. Here are their stories…

“Upgrading a two-kilometre stretch of road 
could significantly improve the economy of 
Greater Frankston at minimal cost.” 

– Fred Harrison, chairman, 
Committee for Greater Frankston
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Lathams Road is the main arterial through Frankston’s principle

economic and employment hub at Carrum Downs

The Carrum Downs Industrial Estate is booming.

• The industrial precinct is now more economically important to the Greater 

Frankston regional economy than the city centre. 

• Carrum Downs manufacturers are generating $2.85 billion in regional 

economic activity and employing 6000 people.

• In the past five years the precinct has:

– nearly doubled in size

– increased economic activity by $850 million or 7.3% year-on-year growth

– generated 1500 new jobs or year-on-year job growth 13 times faster than 

the southern metropolitan region average.

REMPLAN; Frankston Economic Strategy 

Lathams Road bisects the Carrum Downs Industrial Estate

• Lathams Road links two main arterial roads – EastLink and Frankston–Dandenong Road – with Lathams

Road’s westerly end connecting directly to EastLink and subsequently Peninsula Link.

• Lathams Road is the major entrance to the industrial estate. Trucks transport goods to and from factories and 

warehouses. Staff and customers move constantly into and out of adjoining streets.

• However, it simultaneously acts as an east–west arterial connection from the City of Casey to the north–south 

freeways, and carries Melbourne-bound freight and commuter traffic, too.

While Lathams Road currently has no kerb and gutter and is a single lane in each direction, provisions are 

in place to enable construction of a four-lane road. 

• From EastLink to Frankston–Dandenong Road traffic lights, Lathams Road is two kilometres of unkerbed

single road in each direction without turning lanes.

• It will be easy to duplicate. A sufficiently large carriageway easement exist to expand without land acquisition.

• Developing the Hall Road corridor would enable east–west traffic to access Melbourne through spare capacity 

on the existing arterial road network (EastLink and Mornington Peninsula Freeway) and so reduce the 

urgency for arterial development along the Western Port Highway and Monash Freeway. 2



Peak-hour congestion on Lathams Road gridlocks the exit and entry

intersections of Carrum Downs Industrial Estate

Morning peak 7am–9am Afternoon peak 3.30pm–6pm 

Lathams Road handles an average of 11,700 vehicles per day – 6700 eastbound and 5000 westbound.

Westbound traffic volumes are lower because Lathams Road does not have a southbound connection to EastLink from Carrum Downs.

More than 10% of traffic is heavy vehicles (1475 trips), evenly split between directions, and predominately associated with freight movements to and from Carrum Downs 

Industrial Estate.

Source: Annual average daily traffic statistics supplied by VicRoads. Hot spot location maps compiled from C4GF qualitative interviews with local businesses.

Dominant traffic flow (afternoon)Dominant traffic flow (morning)

Lathams Road traffic volumes

Peak hour congestion hot spots
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Business interview dossier

What the road users say…

Summary of effects on businesses Page

• Nichols Crowder – Businesses have been actively advocating for Lathams Road duplication for more than a decade 5

• Bayport – We have no alternatives as all roads pass through Lathams Road and it can’t handle the load 6

• Prestige Trucks – Traffic gridlocks at Frankston Gardens Drive roundabout for three hours 7

• Dunsford Financial – Duplication and turning lanes are required to keep traffic flowing safely 8

• Roma Foods – Moving freight out of Carrum Downs industrial precinct has become a great challenge 9

• Nutech Paint – Staff regularly stay after the factory closes to handle late deliveries 10

• MultiPanels and Bayside Boring – East–west traffic has right of way. Freight movements are blocked in the industrial precinct 11

• LS Management Group – The Lathams Road carwash is underperforming by 22% due to peak hour congestion 12

• East End Slabs – Traffic congestion prevents our recycling facility working at capacity 13

• Dainton Family Brewery – Freeway entry and exit points create problems for tourists 14

• Newton’s Furniture – Owners hospitalised after Lathams Road accident 15

• SmoothFlo – Impatient drivers pass on the gravel edges, endangering us all 16

• Recyclable Packaging – Half-hour delays for staff using Lathams Road 17
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Nichols Crowder Property Solutions

Businesses have been actively advocating for Lathams Road duplication for more than a decade

About Nichols Crowder

• Employs 60 staff to service the sale, lease and management of commercial 

and industrial property in the Bayside and Mornington Peninsula regions of 

Melbourne.  

• Michael Crowder is a third generation real estate agent from the oldest real 

estate family in Frankston. Michael has been coordinating the Lathams

Road community advocacy program since 2007.

04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18

Frankston Integrated 

Transport Strategy April 2013

“Advocate for the upgrade of 

Rutherford Road/Lathams

Road/Hall Road corridor”

”Businesses have been advocating for 
Lathams Road to be upgraded for more than a 
decade. Now, we insist on urgent action.”   

– Michael Crowder

Sept 2017

“Council supports the 

duplication of Lathams Road”

2015

2002 2007

c. 2009 RACV

“Need to duplicate Rutherford–
Lathams Road” – RACV

August 2010 VicRoads

Study of economic impacts, 

traffic volumes and solution 

options completed

May 2008 – Frankston 

Business Network

Community lobbying, petition, 

press coverage and VicRoads 

event with 40 attendees

EastLink

opened

June 2008

EastLink

contract 

signed

Oct 2004

“Carrum Downs  

industrial precinct 

road network has 

reached more than 

75% capacity” 2010

2007–08 Frankston 

Council pays for 

resurfacing to 

enable Lathams

transfer to VicRoads

“Council has had 

duplication of Lathams

Road as a major 

priority since 1985”

Discussions begun to 

reclassify Lathams Road 

as a state arterial road

Duplication of Lathams

Road is in the “10 years + 

project bucket: no one has 

asked us for it yet”

– VicRoads

VicRoads assumed 

transitional oversight of 

Lathams Road Feb 2011

Lathams Road 

declared a state 

arterial road in 

Dec 2015
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Bayport Group

We have no alternatives as all roads pass through Lathams Road and it can’t handle the load

About Bayport Group

• In the 1950s, Giuseppe Torossi came to Australia and started a family concreting business. 

Forty years later Bayport Group still offers a full range of civil construction services.

• Bayport has an annual turnover of more than $20 million and employs more than 65 people.

• Bayport expanded into its current site in Carrum Downs 12 years ago because it was a 

convenient hub for both the north and south.

• The Colemans Road site is home to three construction industry “tip truck and trailers” 

and about 40 company vehicles. On an average week Bayport will coordinate between 60 

and 80 trucking movements as well as at least another 20 contracted deliveries.

“Lathams Road has never been fit for purpose. It has just 
got worse with the building of Peninsula Link and EastLink.”
– Bryce Palmer, general manager of operations

Lathams Road concerns

• Bayport Group works at construction sites in and around Melbourne, Dandenong, Frankston, Cranbourne and the Mornington Peninsula. Dandenong aside, regardless of 

where Bayport trucks are destined, they have to travel along Lathams Road.

Bayport’s general manager of operations Bryce Palmer says: “Lathams Road has never been fit for purpose. The main road through the Carrum Downs industrial precinct 

should be kerbed, duplicated and accessible to the freeway system.”

“We know Lathams Road can’t handle our trucks but there are no alternatives – all paths lead through it.”

• Bayport drivers expect to wait for multiple traffic light sequences at the Frankston–Dandenong Road intersection or be held up at the Stephenson Road intersection.  

Morning peak (6.30–8.30am) and afternoon peak (3–6pm) are always worse.  

“We factor in an additional 10 minutes for each trip. This adds up to more 40 man days lost to traffic congestion on this one stretch of road each year.”
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Prestige Truck Bodies

Traffic gridlocks at Frankston Gardens Drive roundabout for three hours

About Prestige Truck Bodies

• Paul Williams and his team of 80 at Prestige Truck Bodies have been designing, engineering 

and manufacturing in Carrum Downs since the early 1990s. The company has operated from 

the current Lakewood Boulevard factory for almost 10 years. Prestige produces high-end 

custom-designed truck bodies for the transportation sector.

• Manufacturing trucking components means daily truck movements in and out of the factory. On an 

average day, Prestige will build bodies of four to five new vehicles. This means four to five 

chassis deliveries and four to five full trucks leaving the premises. In addition Prestige has more 

than 12 “raw materials” trucks delivering steel (which they scheduled to arrive before 6am) and 

other components.

Lathams Road concerns

• In the afternoon, EastLink traffic exiting on Rutherford Road becomes a constant stream. This traffic has right of way at the Lathams Road and Frankston 

Gardens Drive roundabout, preventing vehicles from Carrum Downs industrial precinct accessing Lathams Road in either direction. Traffic queues along Frankston 

Gardens Drive and blocks Lakewood Boulevard with a double right-hand turn traffic jam from 3–6pm.

• The only alternative is to wait for the occasional opportunity to use back streets onto Boundary Road, then double back onto the freeway via Thompsons Road or 

Ballarto Road.

• Prestige has changed factory operating hours with the morning shift now starting at 6am so day staff can leave at 3pm. “It’s a stampede to get to the cars.” However, 

with five:am yoghurt next door, Lakewood Boulevard is often blocked with semi-trailers waiting to access loading areas at the same time.

• To access the freeway, Prestige trucks detour down Stephenson Road, along Brunel Road through residential and school zones, to Seaford Road and onto Frankston 

Freeway. ”Navigating school pick-up at St Anne’s Primary School surrounded by truck is not desirable.”

Afternoon peak 3.15–6pm

Bumper-to-bumper traffic off 

EastLink blocks Frankston 

Gardens Dr roundabout 

and hence Lakewood Blvd

Detour access onto 

freeways

Freight traffic detours 

down Stephenson Rd to 

access the freeways

“Lakewood Boulevard becomes a trap when traffic is 
prevented from exiting into Lathams Road.”
– Gary Cook, general manager
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Dunsford Financial Planning

Duplication and turning lanes are required to keep traffic flowing safely

Dashcam footage of stationary car being 

rear-ended at Colemans Road intersection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qreBAegfcFg

About Dunsford Financial Planning

• Dunsford was established in 1983.

• The office has been at 41 Lathams Road since 2000.

• The company employs a professional team of 13 advisers.

• Annual turnover is $3 million.  

Locally-owned and -based professional experts, Dunsford believes that “if busy 

business people can conveniently visit experienced financial professionals,

they are more likely to take an interest in getting sound financial and investment 

advice, and hence prosper”. City clients will visit Dunsford at Carrum Downs on 

their way home. “Our office is becoming increasingly challenging for our 

customers to access due to congestion on Lathams Road.”

“Right-turning vehicles block 
westbound traffic at the 
Colemans Road intersection.”

Lathams Road concerns

• Located on Lathams Road at the Colemans Road intersection, Dunsford advisers have a bird’s-eye view of the daily traffic 

carnage at this challenging point in the road. They have called ambulances and seen people stretchered away after accidents.

• The accidents aren’t generally bad, but near-misses and small bingles are common. Tahlia Hartskeerl’s own car was hit a 

fortnight before this interview.  More often than not, accidents involve:

• attempts to make right-hand turns into Colemans Road when waiting vehicles are either rear-ended or impatient 

drivers try to skirt around on the unmade shoulder or even drive into Dunsford’s driveway.

• Colemans Road drivers trying to “jump” into inadequate breaks in the traffic flow. 

• In the afternoon, Dunford’s staff leave the office by turning left onto Lathams Road, drive around the Frankston Gardens Drive 

roundabout and return back past Colemans Road. Despite using this indirect route, they will frequently pass the same car 

still waiting to exit Colemans Road.

• Lathams Road can be blocked by stationary vehicles. 

“If police pull over speeding drivers on Lathams Road, trucks can’t pass and the road becomes blocked.”

”In May, an entire load of cabinets was smashed when a truck attempted to overtake on the unmade shoulder.”     
– Tahlia Hartskeerl, office manager

“No breaks in the oncoming 
traffic prevent cars exiting 
at Colemans Roads.”
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Roma Foods

Moving freight out of Carrum Downs industrial precinct has become a great challenge

About Roma Foods

• Roma is a niche food manufacturer of dietary restrictive goods, including gluten-free 

products. Well-known brands include Orgran and BuonTempo. 

• Established at Carrum Downs in 1990, rapid growth in innovative products quickly 

established Roma as a mature business turning over $25 million annually and employing 

up to 100 staff.

• Roma now has seven production factories in Aster Avenue and an additional three 

properties to accommodate staff car parking as well as allow for future expansion.  

• As an award-winning exporter, Roma has at least 15 semi-trailer visits and “uncountable” 

delivery trucks accessing the site every week. 

Lathams Road concerns

• Congestion is diverting traffic onto Aster Avenue to gain access to Frankston–Dandenong 

Road. 

• Roma exports to 64 countries and fills one or two shipping containers per day. The ideal 

pick-up window for the containers is 4.30pm, ready for 5pm factory close. However, this 

delivery window coincides with peak traffic on Lathams Road.  

Semi-trailers are prevented from entering Aster Avenue and delayed in traffic 

congestion.  

“At times, we have to keep our factory open until after 6pm to allow 

for traffic delays.”  – Max Buontempo, managing director

• Roma acquired land opposite the Aster Avenue factory to separate staff parking from factory 

delivery areas. However, peak-hour traffic avoiding Lathams Road by travelling via Aster 

Avenue poses a safety risk for staff crossing the street to access the car park.

• Traffic turning at the Colemans Road intersection forces vehicles onto the unmade 

shoulders of Lathams Road, creating potholes. The road cannot realistically be 

maintained at a safe standard under existing conditions.
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Nutech Paint

Staff regularly stay after the factory closes to handle late deliveries

About Nutech Paint

• Nutech manufactures paint, predominately coloured concrete and roofing sealants.

• Annual turnover is more than $20 million.  

• Nutech was founded in Carrum Downs in the late 1970s “when this place was still paddocks”.  

The company now operates from nine buildings on Keppler Circuit (including bulk delivery, dry chemical 

storage, R&D, manufacturing, warehousing, customer dispatch, administration and on-site showroom).  

• Employing 30 staff on-site and 40 nationally. In recent years Nutech has added 2–3 new employees annually to 

its workforce. Nutech is seeking permits to expand.

Paint production relies on strong transport accessibility

in and out of the site, for raw production inputs, including 

chemicals and final product distribution. 

Excluding staff and showroom visitors, an average week 

would see approximately 50 trucks visit Nutech.

Type of vehicle Visits / week

B-double 4

Semi-trailer 6

Road tanker 3

Delivery truck 20+

Courier 20+

Lathams Road concerns

• In the morning peak, traffic slows to a grinding halt as commuters use Lathams Road as an access-way onto 

the freeways. Nutech actively encourages bulk delivery trucks to arrive before 7.30am so vehicles have 

some chance of being able to turn into the Keppler Circuit precinct.  

• Afternoon delivery trucks are regularly delayed due to traffic congestion.

“At least once a month we keep staff back till 6pm (factory closes at 4.30) to meet a late delivery vehicle. 

…and some do not even turn up on the scheduled day.  “In summer this happens on a weekly basis. It is a 

big issue for an interstate delivery where one day can delay a construction schedule and damage our reputation.”

• The missing links allowing traffic out of Carrum Downs onto EastLink or Peninsula Link forces traffic into 

Stephenson Road and through residential areas. Stephenson Road does not have traffic lights to manage the 

flow, which consequently encourages risky driving behaviour. 

Morning peak 7am–9am

Bumper-to-bumper traffic off 

EastLink blocks Keppler

Circuit factory traffic
Detour access onto 

freeways

Freight traffic detours 

down Stephenson Road to 

access the freeways

•

“Delays due to traffic 

congestion are damaging 

our reputation.”

– Joseph Eid, Nutech

general manager
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MultiPanel Pty Ltd and Bayside Boring

East–west traffic has right of way. Freight movements are blocked in the industrial precinct

About MultiPanel

• A manufacturing business creating waterproof building products.  

• Employs 10 people.   

• Products are supplied to the construction industry through about 25 distribution outlets. 

About Bayside Boring

• A service supplier subcontracting out subsurface directional drilling expertise to 

companies such as NBN Co, TPG, Optus, South East Water, plumbers, electricians and 

land developers. 

• Employs a professional team of four drilling experts. 

Both companies run large fixed-axle trucks, tandem and single-axle trailers, tippers, 

utilities, and directional drilling equipment. MultiPanel receives weekly deliveries of raw 

chemicals and has distributors collecting from the Sonia Street factory.

Lathams Road concerns

• Widening of Lathams Road would save time and, more importantly, reduce the risk of accidents for employees at 11 Sonia Street.

• “During the past 17 years, from my business address in Sonia St, Carrum Downs, I have witnessed several accidents at the Lathams Road intersection.” 

– Tony Russo

• During peak times it is impossible to exit Sonia Street onto Lathams Road via a right-hand turn. It is best to do a big loop and go around to Jack Street onto 

Frankston Gardens Drive and wait to make the right-hand turn at the roundabout, which increases roundabout congestion. While a much safer option, this adds to 

time and fuel costs.

MultiPanel
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LS Management Group

The Lathams Road carwash is underperforming by 22% due to peak hour congestion

About LS Management Group

• LS Management Group is run by a local family. They operate domestic service businesses 

including four local childcare centres and three automated carwashes across the Greater 

Frankston region (at Carrum Downs, Seaford and Frankston Heights).

• Childcare centres are used by 2000 local working parents.

• 1800 people visit their carwashes each week.  

• LS employs 160 staff and more than 30 contractors.

• The business generates annual turnover in excess of $10 million.

LS Management businesses are aimed at saving time. They are geographically positioned to 

conveniently provide domestic services to time-poor workers travelling by road through suburban 

commuter corridors. For families residing in the more affordable outer suburbs, such services are 

vital “just to get to work!”

Lathams Road 
Carwash

Industry Average

Morning
Congestion Afternoon

Congestion “Our customers are prevented from exiting or entering the Carrum 
Downs industrial precinct when Lathams Road becomes congested.”
– LS Management Group

Lathams Road concerns

• LS Management Group is concerned about the direct impact that Lathams Road congestion has on its Carrum Downs businesses. The Lathams Road carwash is 

underperforming by 22% relative to its other sites because peak-hour congestion is distorting traffic flows during the “prime carwashing window”. The group has direct 

customer feedback on the problem:

“If I wash my car after 3pm, I can never turn out onto Lathams Road safely. Big trucks pressure me from behind to keep moving and stop blocking the intersection so I avoid 

your carwash in the afternoon.” – Tunnel Express Carwash customer

• On the stretch of Lathams Road outside Tunnel Express, the carwash team witnesses an average of two minor crashes per week. The state of Lathams Road is a safety 

concern. The business encourages their childcare staff members to avoid Lathams Road as a safety precaution and instead use Thompsons Road to access EastLink 

and/or detour through residential areas.  

“If I need to get to Brunel Road and Hartnett Drive, I prefer to travel along Seaford Road and drive through two school zones at the 40km/h speed limit as I feel it is safer and 

away from the trucks on Lathams Road.” – LS Management Group staff member
12



East End Slabs

Traffic congestion prevents our recycling facility working at capacity

Lathams Road concerns

• Latham Road traffic congestion in morning and afternoon peak hours is East End Slabs’ greatest 

concern. “You just can’t move in any direction,” says owner Andrew McGrath.

East End Slabs requires all trucks to be returned to head office by 3.30 pm because it is wasted 

time and unsafe to move heavy vehicles through the Carrum Downs precinct while the factory 

workers are changing shifts in the afternoon.

• East End Slabs’ new steel and construction waste recycling facility is underperforming by at 

least 20% because of restrictions on truck movements along Lathams Road in daylight hours.  

• To keep the recycling plant viable, Andrew McGrath has:

• Staggered its operational hours to now begin at 6.30 and close at 3pm to avoid congestion, 

however this inconveniences clients who operate their building sites from 7am to 4pm.

• Employed a recycling plant operator, in addition to a recycling truck driver, to speed up waste 

unloading and to operate the processing facility, allowing the waste collection truck to 

“maximise daylight hours on the road”.

• East End Slabs’ factories shut at 5pm. Office staff then navigate the stream of traffic exiting EastLink. 

“In 2005, I used to give way to horses at Carrum Downs roundabouts. Now peak hour comes with a 

10–15 minute wait – and not a horse in sight.” 

– Amanda Gibbs, local resident and East End Slabs employee.

“We can’t get enough waste collection trips along Lathams 
Road during daylight to feed our new recycling facility.”  
– Andrew McGrath, owner

About East End Slabs

• East End Slabs is a high-volume concreting business specialising in the installation of 

foundation slabs and tilt slab construction including suspended slabs and factory walls. It 

frequently contracts to home builders such as Metricon, Simmons, and Glenville. Associated 

companies include a concrete recycling facility and a steel works.

• East End Slabs was established in 1984 and has been in Carrum Downs since 1987. The 

company operates from seven factories in the precinct and leases an additional 26 factories. The 

Lakewood Boulevard head office houses seven trucks and trailers and 15 other company 

vehicles. On an average week, there are more than 70 truck movement at this site.

• East End Slabs and its associated companies employ more than 120 staff and contractors. 

Turnover is more than $25 million per year.

Slabs factories

3 leased
factories

22 leased
factories

Head Office &
Recycling plant

Slabs factories & 
Steelworks

Leased
factory
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Dainton Family Brewery

Freeway entry and exit points create problems for tourists

About Dainton 

• New to Carrum Downs, Dainton Family Brewery moved from Shepparton just two years ago and the company says 

its been a successful move.

The Dainton family and their 13 enthusiastic staff have just taken out the Champion Australia Beer 2017 prize.  

In addition to brewing, barrelling and canning their own winning ale, the Dainton family runs a licensed boutique 

tasting room (Thursday to Sunday) offering 16 ales on tap and 100 craft varieties. The brewery is rapidly becoming a 

gathering point for the thriving Carrum Downs business community and has established a much-needed conference 

facility for the area.

• On an average week, Dainton Brewery would anticipate about 50 delivery vehicle visits ranging from semi-trailers and 

tankers through to small delivery trucks. The trucks transport both raw ingredients and beer deliveries.  

Lathams Road concerns

• Kevin Dainton doesn’t pull any punches when talking about safety: “Without double lanes 

and kerbing on Lathams Road, it is just outright dangerous. I would caution trucks to avoid 

Lathams, let alone passenger vehicles.”

• The Daintons officially close the factory at 4pm but are regularly asked by delivery truck 

drivers if they can come later to avoid the congestion. They advise both their customers 

and delivery trucks to detour via Thompsons Road whenever possible, adding to the 

congestion on the Thompson Road arterial and an unnecessary longer journey time. 

• As Dainton Brewery’s reputation has grown, it has started to attract craft beer enthusiasts 

from other suburbs and tourists heading towards the peninsula for the weekend. Having 

Lathams Road in its current state as the main connection to EastLink, and without any 

alternative access ramps off Peninsula Link, creates road access problems for tourists,

and is likely to constrain the brewery's growth.

“Without double lanes and kerbing on Lathams Rd, it is just outright dangerous.”
– Kevin Dainton, co-founder
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Newton’s Furniture

Owners hospitalised after Lathams Road accident

Lathams Road concerns

John and Dianne Newton provided the most personal Lathams Road story of all 

businesses in this document. The husband and wife founders of Newton’s Furniture 

were both hospitalised in a near-fatal accident about 14 years ago.  

While waiting to turn into Lathams Road at the single-lane Sonia Street

T-intersection, their car was rear-ended by a truck and was sent spinning into

the path of oncoming traffic. A second impact was narrowly avoided. 

John and Dianne were taken to hospital with serve bruising and back injuries. The 

car was a write-off. Unable to work, the Newton factory had to be shut for a few 

days. The couple endured months of physiotherapy and other rehabilitation therapy.

”Road conditions are worse now than when we had our accident. The road shoulder 

is steep and often deeply rutted, and the speed limit is still 70 km/h.” 

– John Newton

The risk of fatalities and serious injuries involving car and truck collision on Lathams

Road has been increasing steadily each year. EastLink has encouraged daily 

through-traffic. The industrial precinct’s growth has brought more and bigger trucks. 

“After being rear-ended by the 
truck, the Newtons’ car spun 
into the oncoming traffic.”

”Our accident is just something we want to forget but 
we can’t. It could happen again, any day.”
– Dianne Newton, co-owner
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About Newton’s Furniture

• Newton’s is a boutique furniture design and manufacturing company founded 

in 1993.

• Newton’s has operated from its Sonia Street factory for more than 20 years.

• It employs eight skilled wood artisans including one apprentice as well as two 

drivers.

• Annual turnover is more than $1 million.

Newton’s schedules a weekly delivery to dispatch finished products and receives 

regular timber deliveries throughout the week. 

Factory operating hours are 7.30am to 4pm. Employees can avoid the worst of the 

morning peak hour traffic on Lathams Road, but afternoon congestion is constant 

from 3pm onwards.



Smoothflo Products

Impatient drivers pass on the gravel edges, endangering us all

Lathams Road concerns

• Right-hand turns at the Colemans Road intersection are a problem. Given the narrowness of Lathams Road, any turning truck blocks all westbound traffic. If traffic is 

solid in an easterly direction this can mean a very, very long wait. Drivers get impatient and move riskily past the blind side of turning vehicles on the road’s unmade 

shoulder, which damages the shoulder and creates deep potholes.

”Road graders come about monthly but we are lucky to see out a week before the potholes return.” – Bernard Toohey

• Trucks accessing properties on this section of Lathams Road are required to stop mid-traffic, blocking Lathams Road, then reverse into the abutting properties. Worse still, 

trucks that drive in then have to reverse blindly back out into oncoming traffic in both directions. 

“Neither option is great. A few years ago we would assist our arriving trucks by flagging the approaching traffic to stop. However, the volume traffic is now too dense for 

DIY traffic management solutions.” In addition to duplication of the main road, consideration should be given to what service lanes are required.

• Congestion prevents Smoothflo staff from exiting the property by turning right. They always turn left and then U-turn at the next roundabout.

Lathams Road blockage 

This stretch of road becomes completely 

blocked by:

1. Vehicles turning right into Colemans

Road

2. Truck movements into properties on 

the south side of Lathams Road

PGA 
Timber

Smoothflo

About Smoothflo Products

• Smoothflo has been operating from Lathams Road in Carrum Downs for 20 years.  The 

company manufactures key supply-chain componentry for commercial and industrial 

grade air-conditioning ducting systems and delivers Australia-wide. Smoothflo’s

annual turnover is more than $2 million and it currently employs six people.

• Smoothflo has about 20 trucking movements a week, predominately single-rig delivery 

vehicles, but with at least two semi-trailers deliveries per month.

• When Bernard Toohey acquired Smoothflo six years ago, his due diligence research 

confirmed the vendor’s statement that the development of Lathams Road was 

imminent. It said:

“Lathams Road has been recognised as an essential part of the EastLink development 

and planning is underway. Frankston Council and VicRoads have it all in hand!”  

Obviously, this commonly held belief is not being heard outside the Carrum Downs 

business community. Things are not in hand, and traffic just keeps growing. 
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Recyclable Packaging

Half-hour delays for staff using Lathams Road

About Recyclable Packaging

• The company manufactures PET plastics and high-impact polystyrene food packaging 

(for example, coffee cups and clear containers for salad).

• It employs 40 people.

• Annual turnover is almost $10 million.

• The company operates three eight-hour shifts (7am-3pm, 3pm-11pm and 11pm-7am).  

In an average week, Recyclable Packaging staff would see about 20 truck movements in and out of the 

plant including at least 10 semi-trailers, two B-doubles and two commercial waste collections.

Lathams Road concerns

• Oliphant Way was originally designed as a through road connecting to Keppler Circuit. A decision to 

sell the road easement has left Oliphant Way split in two. Michael Read and the team at Recyclable 

Packaging count themselves lucky – their section of the road has been one of few in Carrum 

Downs that has seen improved traffic conditions due to its connection to EastLink. The EastLink 

exit roundabout has been widened and kerbed to cope with on and off traffic. As Michael Read says, 

provided their “trucks sneak into our end of Oliphant Way off EastLink” the company has no current 

issues with congestion or safety.  

• But Lathams Road congestion is a hot lunchroom topic for the 7am–3pm shift workers, many of 

whom travel into Carrum Down from the east. For instance, Recyclable Packaging’s new accountant 

has structured her work hours to start at 8am and finish at 4pm, because an hour either side of this 

time (7am–3pm or 9am–5pm) adds 30 minutes’ travel time in each direction due to congestion on 

Lathams Road and through the industrial precinct.

“Peak hour travel on Lathams Road adds 30 minutes’ travel time.”

– Michael Read, managing director

Recyclable 
Packaging
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